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Abstract. Over the past few years, the notion of building software from components has become popular again. The goal is to produce systems by adapting and linking off-the-shelf modules from a pool of interchangeable components. To turn this idea into reality, the formal descriptions of software components need to specify more than the type signatures of their exported services. At a minimum, they should contain assertions about critical properties of a component’s behavior. By monitoring such behavioral contracts at run-time, language implementations can pinpoint faulty components, and programmers can replace them with different ones.

In this paper, we study the notion of behavioral contracts in an object-oriented setting. While the use of behavioral contracts is well-understood in the world of procedural languages, their addition to object-oriented programming languages poses remarkably subtle problems. All existing contract enforcement tools for Java fail to catch flaws in contracts or blame the wrong component for contractual violations. The failures point to a lack of foundational research on behavioral contracts in the OOP world.

1 Components, Contracts, and Classes

In 1969, McIlroy [16] proposed the idea of reusable software components. In a market place with reusable components, software manufacturers produce interchangeable software components with well-specified interfaces. Programmers assemble systems from these off-the-shelf components, possibly adapting some with wrapper code or adding a few new ones. When a component fails to live up to its promises, a programmer replaces it with a different one. When a manufacturer improves a component, the programmer can improve the final product by replacing the link to the old component with a link to the new one.

To make this component market work, component interfaces should state more than the type signatures of exported and imported items. Ideally, interfaces should specify the entire behavior of a component; realistically, interfaces should at least specify essential aspects of the behavior. The earliest suggestion along those lines came from Parnas [20], who wanted correctness assertions in module interfaces. More recently, Beugnard, Jézéquel, Plouzeau, and Watkins [2] proposed that components should come with four levels of interface descriptions:

1. syntactic aspects (type systems, i-o dependencies);
2. behavioral guarantees (weak or strong logical assertions);
3. concurrency guarantees and warnings;
4. quality of service statements.

They refer to such rich interfaces as contracts. This paper focuses on behavioral contracts.

The usefulness of contracts depends on their enforcement. Unless contracts are verified or monitored, there is no assurance that the software works properly. Hence, it is paramount that contracts have a precise meaning and that the language implementation enforces the meaning of contracts. In particular, contract violations must be pinpointed as precisely as possible, because blaming the wrong component manufacturer (a person, a department, or an external supplier) or providing the wrong explanation for a failure may cause economic damage.

Object-oriented programming languages (OOPL) have strongly embraced the notion of components and behavioral contracts. For example, Meyer’s [17] Eiffel explicitly incorporates the notion of “programming by contract.” More
precisely, an Eiffel class plays the role of a component. A programmer can express behavioral contracts via logical assertions about the calling context, the return of a method, and as invariants across calls. Eiffel supports these contracts with a run-time monitoring system. If a pre-condition fails, Eiffel blames the caller of the method; if a post-condition fails, it assigns the blame to the method. Recently, several research teams have adapted Eiffel’s notion of “programming by contract” to Java [5, 8, 10, 15].

Unfortunately, unlike contract monitoring tools for procedural languages, none of those for object-oriented languages do not live up to their promises. As it turns out, catching contract violations and assigning blame properly poses subtle problems. More concretely, we believe that the problems of existing tools are due to a lack of foundational work on contracts and contract violations. There is little work on the semantics of behavioral contracts, contract monitoring, and contract violations. In this paper, we present the idea of behavioral contracts for object-oriented languages in general and for Java in particular. Although we study this problem in the context of Java, the issues that we address are common to any component mechanism that includes objects. Then we discuss how the existing contract enforcement tools fail to deal with contracts properly. Finally, we formulate a challenge for the foundational software engineering community, namely, the design of a semantics of contracts and contract violations for behavioral contracts.

In the next section we briefly introduce four Java contract tools. In section 3 we look at concrete examples for which the tools fail and analyze why. In section 4, we formulate the contract enforcement problem and discuss several options concerning its solution. Section 5 discusses related work and the last section is a brief summary.

2 Behavioral Contracts in the OOP World

In Java, it is natural to argue that behavioral contracts should be associated with Java interfaces. Following Eiffel’s early example [17], contracts should be logical assertions—boolean expressions involving the program’s variables—about methods and classes. More concretely, a programmer can specify pre-conditions and post-conditions on a method.¹

Also following Eiffel’s example, the run-time system should monitor the logical assertions about classes and methods. In particular, it should signal the failure of a pre-condition or post-condition. In Eiffel’s case, the system blames the caller of a method when a pre-condition fails, and it blames the method itself when the post-condition fails.

Useful contracts are not necessarily complete descriptions of a method’s behavior. Requiring completeness would demand much more logic training for programmers than currently available. Instead, useful contracts often specify just some essential aspects of a method’s behavior. Consider the following example:

```java
... String get_file_name();
  // The method interactively queries the user for the
  // name of an existing file.
  // @post: System.file_exists(@ret)
```

The informal constraint expresses the complete behavior of the method in English. The quasi-formal post-condition specifies that the result of the method is a string for which the `file_exists` predicate succeeds.

Here is a second example:

```java
... void click_button(Button btn);
  // The method simulates a user click on the button btn
  // It is only feasible to click on a button when the button’s
  // top-level window is visible and has the focus.
  // @pre: { Window w = System.get_top_level_focus_window();
  //   w.contains(btn)
  //     && btn.is_enabled()
  //     && btn.is_shown() }
```

¹ Eiffel also allows programmers to specify invariants. We ignore invariants here, because dealing with pre- and post-conditions poses a sufficiently rich set of problems.
Again, the informal comment specifies the approximate behavior of the method, which is taken from a test suite for GUI programs. The quasi-formal comment expresses that it makes only sense to call this method if the button belongs to the window with the focus and has certain other properties.

Both of the examples have the property that their truth value depends on the state of the world, including the user’s interactions with the computer. Other examples from our work experience include predicates that depend on extensions of a class hierarchy framework or on interactions between objects that act like higher-order functions. The general goal is to state weak but important assertions and to monitor them at run-time. Useful weak assertions are often (non-type) predicates on a method’s argument, a relation among a method’s arguments, or a relation among methods of a class. Still, even such weak assertions help programmers comprehend, test, and debug methods during development and maintenance. Others have confirmed this claim in the context of procedural languages [1, 9, 21].

3 Existing Contract Monitoring Tools for Java

A literature and Web search produced four tools for monitoring behavioral contracts in Java: JMSAssert [15], iContract [10], jContractor [8], and HandShake [5]. The first two are implemented and are distributed over the Web. We were not able to locate working versions of jContractor and HandShake. The authors either did not respond to our inquiries or told us that no implementation was available. We base our evaluation of these two systems on the paper designs.

The following subsection provides a brief technical survey of these tools. The second subsection shows how the tools deal with certain situations.

3.1 The Tools

All existing Java contract tools—JMSAssert [15], iContract [10], HandShake [5], jContractor [8]—work according to approximately the same principles. Both pre- and post-conditions are specified as boolean expressions for methods in classes or in interfaces. Given a program’s interface and class hierarchy with contracts, the tools propagate the contracts along the inheritance hierarchy. More specifically, the tools build a disjunction of all pre-conditions and a conjunction of all post-conditions.

Once the complete pre-conditions and post-conditions have been assembled, the tools translate assertions from interfaces into run-time checks at the entrance and exit of methods. Furthermore, during this step, they combine the assertions from all the interfaces that a class implements. Finally, the tools add code that deals with contract violations during execution. The code raises a Java exception whenever a condition fails, signalling a breach of contract. They also use the JVM traceback facility to show some basic status information, possibly enriched with some additional messages. It is then up to the programmer to discern the source of the problem and the faulty component.

The differences between the tools concern partly the syntactic conventions and partly the implementation of condition monitoring. For completeness we summarize the salient aspects of each design.

In JMSAssert, pre-conditions and post-conditions are specified in classes as Javadoc comments where the assertions use a special language called JMScript. A contract can be specified in an interface, in which case it is propagated to all classes that implement the interface. A preprocessor generates instrumented Java programs that can be compiled by a regular Java compiler. The JVM machine running the instrumented Java programs must use a co-interpreter for JMScript.

In jContractor, the implementor specifies the assertions as separate boolean-valued methods. These methods must be named according to a predefined convention. At run time, the tool uses a special class loader to load the proper class files dynamically, if contracts are active.

In iContract, pre-conditions and post-conditions are specified as comments above the method signature. The expressions are formulated in a superset of Java. The iContract tool uses a preprocessor to generate instrumented Java programs for every method having assertions. The resulting instrumented programs can be compiled by any Java compiler for execution by the JVM.

In HandShake, the pre-conditions and post-conditions are specified in a separate file as Java expressions. These files are compiled to a compact binary format. At run time, file system calls made by the JVM are redirected and in the case of an access to a class file with contracts, the bytecode of the assertions is added.

2 Some designs also suggest using Java’s reflection facilities to implement contract enforcement.
3.2 Experiences with the Tools

Type contracts are useful because they discover (potential) errors. For example, if a programmer specifies that some operation consumes integers and if this operation is used in an application where the argument expressions provably produce booleans, then the program is erroneous and should not be evaluated. Similarly, when a programmer specifies contracts for methods and the contracts are inconsistent, a contract monitoring tool should warn the programmer when witnesses to the inconsistency occur. Conversely, a software tool should not create spurious or unwarranted reports. In terms of our problem, a piece of code that is unaware of some contract should never be blamed for failing to respect the conditions of the contract. We will demonstrate with some examples in this section that the existing tools do not respect these basic guidelines.3

The first example concerns multiple interface implementation. Java explicitly allows a class to implement many interfaces. Other OOPLs also support this capability. Thus, we can have the following situation:

```java
interface I1 { ... } // package P1
...
interface I2 { ... } // package P2
...;

package P3;
import P1;
import P2;
class A implements I1, I2 { ... }
```

A client of package P3 may perceive an A object from a single perspective, say, I1. Furthermore, due to the module scoping mechanism the client does not necessarily know about all interfaces. As a matter of fact, due to Java’s scoping mechanism, the client may not even have access to I2. Hence, the contractual annotations in I2 should not play a role for the client. The existing tools, however, will always enforce the contracts in both I1 and I2. As a result, they may blame a client of A for not establishing a contractual obligation from interface I2, even though the client does not even know about this interface.

A concrete example is presented in figure 1. Class A implements the two interfaces I1 and I2, but only interface I2 has a pre-condition on x. Class Main creates an A object and types it as I1. Since I1 has no pre-condition there should not be any blame assigned to the call a.m(2) in Client1. The tool iContract, however, reports a violation of the pre-condition x > 10. Clearly this is due to the implementation of the instrumented class having the pre-conditions of the two interfaces at the same time. The programmer of class Client1 should not be blamed by the breach of contract since interface I1 has no such pre-condition.

Another major problem for assigning blame is due to object substitutability, that is, the ability of an instance of one class to play the role of a superclass (supertype). All these forms of substitutability pose problems in the presence of interface-based contracts. Moreover, method overriding adds the problem of modification of contracts.

If a class implements several interfaces via interface inheritance, client code may explicitly or implicitly cast an object from one interface to another. Consider the following situation:

```java
interface I3 { ... }
interface I4 extends I3 { ... }

class B implements I4 { ... }
```

A client may now pass a B object of type I4 to a method that expects an object of type I3. This is valid according to Java’s type system—except that the object may now have different contractual obligations to satisfy.

Figure 2 presents a concrete case. The interface PosCounter extends with a contract the interface Counter. Class Pc implements the interface PosCounter. The implementor of class Client1 uses the interface Counter but does not

---

3 The tools also suffer from another, practically important problem, namely, that the tools report all errors in terms of instrumented code rather than source code. As a result, it is difficult, if not impossible, in many cases to find the true source of an error. We believe that a source-correlating elaborating front-end along the lines of McMicMac [11, 12] should solve this problem.
interface I1 {
  int m(int x);
}

class Client1 {
  public static void F(I1 a) {
    a.m(2);
  }
}

interface I2 {
  // @pre x > 10
  int m (int x);
}

class A implements I1, I2 {
  public int m (int x) { ... }
}

class Main {
  public static void main(String argv[]) {
    I1 a = new A();
    Client1(a);
  }
}

Fig. 1. Incorrect blame due to inconsistent contracts in multiple interfaces

to know anything about the interface PosCounter. The implementor of class Client2 uses interface PosCounter assuming its contract. But as we will shortly show, the implicit cast due to the assignment statement cl.c = co is problematic.

The method Main.main uses both clients, first by creating a positive counter c and passing it to Client2.m to be used by Client1.m through cl. The call cl.m() attempts to decrease the counter c to −1, violating PCounter.dec’s precondition. The class Client1 should not be blamed for the breach of contract, since it knows nothing of the contract of PCounter. The tools, however, blame Client1, because PCounter objects always check the post-condition from all implemented interfaces.

Fig. 2. Incorrect blame due to implicit upward casts

interface Counter {
  int getValue();
  void inc();
  void dec();
}

interface PCounter extends Counter {
  // @pre getValue() > 0
  void dec();
}

class Pc implements PCounter {
  int val = 0;

  public int getValue() { return val; }
  public void inc() { ++val; }
  public void dec() { --val; }
}

class Client1 {
  Counter c;
  void m(){ c.dec(); }
}

class Client2 {
  void m(Client1 cl, PCounter co) {
    cl.c = co;
  }
}

class Main {
  static public void main() {
    PCounter c = new Pc();
    Client1 cl = new Client1();

    new Client2().m(cl,c);
    cl.m();
  }
}
The last example shows how, on occasion, the tools fail to catch a problem with the programmer’s contracts. Let’s reconsider interface inheritance:

```java
interface I3 { ... }
interface I4 extends I3 { ... }
```

When an interface is extended, the contracts for an overridden method may be different from the original method’s contract. For example, consider the program in figure 3. Method `m` in class `A` assumes that its argument is always greater than 0. Similarly, method `m` in class `B` assumes that its argument is always greater than 10. The print statements in the two methods are based on these assumptions. Method `main`, however, applies `B`’s `m` to 5, and the method program produces this output:

```
this never prints a number smaller than 10: 5
```

This is the fault of the tools. There are two possibilities: either the contract is bad, in which case the tools should report that the contract is bad, or the contract is not bad, in which case the tools should enforce the contract.

The tools surveyed, however, combine pre-condition contracts in a disjunction so they do not discover that the clause from `J` evaluates to false when the argument is 5. Since we believe that tools should not assume that the programmer’s contracts are correct and that they should instead uncover potential problems, we claim that this kind of oversight is a major short-coming of the tools.

### 4 The Challenge

The failure of existing contract monitoring tools reflects a lack of foundational work in software engineering. If we wish to formulate contracts in component interfaces, we should formulate a semantics of contracts and, in particular, a semantics of contract violations. For the latter aspect, the semantics should include a connection between the violation and the code that caused the violation.

A closer look at the examples in section 3.2 shows that they break the Liskov-Wing principle of object substitutability. Roughly speaking, the principle says that an object of type `T` can play the role of a supertype object if it behaves correctly in all contexts where a supertype object is legal. In particular, a supertype pre-condition should imply a subtype pre-condition and a subtype post-condition should imply a supertype post-condition. Furthermore, if a class has several interfaces the contracts for shared methods should be equivalent.

While the contracts of section 3.2 fail to satisfy these conditions, the true question is how to test the contracts at run-time and how to assign blame in case the conditions fail. Further reflection suggests two interpretations. The first, “conservative” interpretation requires that contracts in class and interface hierarchies are always formulated according to the Liskov-Wing principle. If a monitoring tool discovers at run-time that the contracts are violated, it may have to blame the hierarchy itself. The second, “liberal” interpretation requires only that no bad object substitutions occur.

A closer look at the examples in section 3.2 shows that they break the Liskov-Wing principle of object substitutability. Roughly speaking, the principle says that an object of type `T` can play the role of a supertype object if it behaves correctly in all contexts where a supertype object is legal. In particular, a supertype pre-condition should imply a subtype pre-condition and a subtype post-condition should imply a supertype post-condition. Furthermore, if a class has several interfaces the contracts for shared methods should be equivalent.

While the contracts of section 3.2 fail to satisfy these conditions, the true question is how to test the contracts at run-time and how to assign blame in case the conditions fail. Further reflection suggests two interpretations. The first, “conservative” interpretation requires that contracts in class and interface hierarchies are always formulated according to the Liskov-Wing principle. If a monitoring tool discovers at run-time that the contracts are violated, it may have to blame the hierarchy itself. The second, “liberal” interpretation requires only that no bad object substitutions occur.

That is, it accepts the class hierarchy as a notational convenience for writing down contracts. Inheritance only takes place if an object of interface `I` is substituted into a context of type `J` and `I` is an extension of `J`. If in addition the object now violates the Liskov-Wing implications between `I` and `J`, a contract violation occurred. The following two subsections present these two interpretations in more detail and discuss how tools could assign blame in these contexts.

#### 4.1 Assigning Blame Assuming Semantic Substitutability

One way to interpret the tools’ behavior is to say that they attempt to implement the Liskov-Wing principle but make the mistaken assumption that programmers don’t write down meaningless contract extensions. Put differently, the tools assume that programmers always wish to add assertions to a pre-condition of a method in a disjunctive manner and that they always wish to add assertions to the post-condition in a conjunctive manner. As figure 3 shows, however, this assumption is flawed, because programmers may easily add flawed statements. In this particular example, the programmer may have wished to write `−10` instead of `10`. As a result, the monitoring tools will not discover when an interface extension places inconsistent pre-conditions or post-conditions on an overridden method. Since weak tools such as monitoring tools should attempt to find potential problems (rather than prove programs correct), we believe the tools are flawed.
interface I {  
     /**
        * @pre a > 0
        */
    void m(int a);
}

class A implements I {
    public void m(int a) {
        System.out.println("this never prints a number smaller than 0: " + a);
    }
}

interface J extends I {
     /**
        * @pre a > 10
        */
    void m(int a);
}

class B extends A implements J {
    public void m(int a) {
        System.out.println("this never prints a number smaller than 10: " + a);
    }
}

class Main {
    public static void main(String argv[]) {
        I a = new A();
        J b = new B();
        a.m(5);
        b.m(5);
    }
}

Fig. 3. Failure to blame, due to bad contract assembly

To remedy the situation, the tools should test the proper implications at run-time instead of disjunctions and conjunctions. Then, if one of the implications fails at run-time, the tools should blame the caller, the callee, or the interface and class hierarchy. Consider the hierarchy of pre-conditions for example. If a pre-condition fails for a given execution state, the tools should trace the hierarchy in an upward fashion, starting from the current method. If an overridden method is found, its pre-condition is evaluated with the same values. Now, if this pre-condition is true, the hierarchy is faulty, because it does not satisfy the Liskov-Wing sub-typing rules. In contrast, if this pre-condition is also false and it is the overridden method from the class where the calls originate, the caller is blamed. For all other methods, the search continues. Post-conditions are treated in an analogous fashion, but the implications are inverted.

For example, the failure of the call cl.m(), in Figure 2, would initiate a traceback to the method Counter.dec. The absence of a pre-condition makes it true, resulting in a blame to the hierarchy.

Adapting this contract monitoring semantics for all of Java requires two extensions of the Liskov-Wing work. First, the work requires an interpretation of classes that implement more than one interface. Second, the work requires an interpretation of multiple interface inheritance. We conjecture that in both cases the natural solution is to test for the logical equivalence of the contracts, rather than for simple implications.
4.2 Assigning Blame in General

The strict interpretation of the Liskov-Wing principle of substitutability imposes overly stringent constraints on the architects of class and interface frameworks. According to current OOP practice, software producers deliver such frameworks with pre-defined extension points where customers plug in their own class and interface sub-hierarchies. Programmers who do that can often reason about the entire implementation, though cannot modify the producer-supplied code [3]. Therefore, they can make judgments based on the entire body of code rather than just contracts. In such situations, it is often possible to state contracts that seem to contradict the Liskov-Wing principle but that don’t violate it at run-time.

Let us consider a small example. Consider the following two interfaces:

```java
interface SqRoot {
    float getValue();

    Number sqRoot();
    // @post @ret instanceof Float && @ret.getValue() > 0
}

interface ComplexSqRoot extends SqRoot {
    float getValue();

    Number sqRoot();
    // @post (@ret instanceof Float && @ret.getValue() > 0)
    // || (@ret instanceof Complex)
}
```

Each is a wrapper for a float that has a square root operation. Both return the positive square root of positive floats. Objects matching `SqRoot` return `NaN` for negative floats and objects matching `ComplexSqRoot` return complex numbers for negative floats.

These interfaces violate the Liskov-Wing principle because the post-condition of `ComplexSqRoot` is not a strengthening of the post-condition of `SqRoot`, in all possible contexts. Despite that, a programmer may still want to compose a component that produces instances of `ComplexSqRoot` with a component that accepts instances of `SqRoot`. In general, since the programmer uses more information than the weak pre- and post-conditions express, this composition may be legal in all contexts that can occur at runtime. In this simple-minded example, the programmer knows that the square root function only produces complex output when the input is negative. Thus, if the programmer can ensure that numbers in the computation stay positive, it is meaningful to compose the `ComplexSqRoot` producer with the `SqRoot` consumer.

In general, to compose two components whose contracts are mismatched, the component composer must assume responsibility for the mis-match between the components. In this example, if an instance of `ComplexSqRoot` flows into a function that accepts `SqRoot` and the `sqRoot` method returns a complex number, the composer must be blamed for the contractual violation.

As discussed in section 2, components in Java are represented as classes and contracts are specified in interfaces. An upcast from one interface to another may change the contracts that an object must meet arbitrarily. This makes assigning blame for contractual violations difficult.

In order to program with the liberal Liskov-Wing principle, we need a semantic framework that assigns blame for contractual violations based on the history of the object’s creation and the casts applied to the object. This semantics must track the casts an object has passed through to arrive at each method call in order to determine the contracts that the object must live up to. It must then assign blame for any contractual violation either to the method caller, the method itself, the cast that changed the visible contracts on the object, or the method that created the object with an initial interface.

5 Related Work

There are two approaches to adding contracts to programs. Contracts are either validated at run-time, or used in conjunction with an analysis to prove programs correct. This work is concerned with the former. We explore a mechanism
for adding dynamically checked contracts to object-oriented programming languages. The most relevant work concerns Eiffel [17, 23], Handshake [5], iContract [10], jContractor [8], and JMSAssert [15] and is discussed in detail in earlier sections. Wasserman and Blum [24] also check contracts at run-time, but they are concerned with improving the efficiency of contracts that enforce correctness. They study contracts that probabilistically guarantee correctness.


These techniques are not yet practical. Also, they require more training in logic than most programmers have. First, the programmers must be able to understand what it means when the proof techniques fail and how to fix the proof or the program. Second, the programmers must be able to understand exactly what their theorems state so they know what the proof guarantees.

Rosenblum’s work [21] on programming with assertions is also closely related research. Based on his experience of building an assertion preprocessor for C and using it on several projects, he identifies the use of assertions as contracts for functions as critical. Furthermore, he identifies several important classes of contracts, especially, consistency checks across arguments, value dependencies, and subrange (or subset) membership of data.

Parnas [20] was the first to recognize that languages for building large systems must support a linguistic mechanism for components and that components should come with contracts in the form of total correctness assertions. Anna [14] can be understood as a representative implementation of Parnas’s proposal on modules.

6 Conclusion

We have presented the ideas of interface contracts and contract violations in the world of Java. Existing contract monitoring tools fail to catch contract violations or assign blame to the wrong program component. We believe that these failures are due to a lack of foundational work on the semantics of contracts and contract violations in an object-oriented world. In response, we have formulated a challenge to the foundational software engineering community and have presented two design spaces for a solution.
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